Overview for National Council of Space Grant Directors
The Office of Education Performance Measurement System will:

• Provide a centralized collection point for performance measurement data;
• Provide a means to collect the same data consistently across all like projects;
• Provide a structure where questions/items will be linked to the supporting measure / objective / outcome; and
• A way to enforce & validate business rules and the process.
NASA Office of Education

OEPM System Functionality

- Collection of Data from Participants/Project Managers/Grant Administrators via Collection Instruments
- PART and Other Performance Measurement Reporting
- Project Success Story Upload Functionality
NASA Office of Education Performance Measurement System

Login Screen

Unique Consortium Login to a Secure System
System access and security is different
Forms will have similar look & feel
We are requesting add’l features for Space Grant reporting (e.g. matrix data entry)
All forms/surveys must be approved by Office of Education senior management; some will require OMB approval (3-4 month process)
Hierarchy of form development
  • PART data collection
  • Program data (HE, K-12, Informal)
  • Project data (Space Grant, EPSCoR)